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"We know players want to perform like the real-life stars of the game," said Tony Saward, Executive Producer of the
FIFA series. "This technology empowers them to be a part of every kick, pass and dribble from the first minute to the
last." The technology has been installed in over 30 FIFA soccer stadiums around the world, capturing over 200,000
player movements. FIFA players have a demonstration version of the technology running on the PC, PS4, and Xbox One
on which they can experience the comprehensive player animation system and video tutorials on how to enhance their
skills. Fans on the digital platforms can follow the new movements of the FIFA players in real time and share their playergenerated content. The technology also features Exocollision 2.0, a new physics system that enables players to connect
their movements with their teammates and opponents. A key component of Exocollision 2.0 is Natural Player Motion, a
new movement engine that allows for more realistic and organic player performances. Natural Player Motion enables
players to shoot with the correct force, bend the ball with the correct trajectory, and move with the correct angle of
attack. On the PC, Exocollision 2.0 uses 2K by 2K animations that have a 98% match with real players. Players can also
influence their teammates to create fluid, tactical movement and deception. Tackle Impact & Interception, a new
system to determine and estimate the force, energy, and direction of head to head contact in all tackle situations.
Players with the ball will be subjected to more collisions than those without. The default impact force is higher for
intelligent players with the ball. FIFA Ultimate Team has been completely reworked for FIFA 22. Your career will be more
rewarding than ever before thanks to FUT Champions, which gives you exclusive access to the stars and legends of the
game like Ronaldo, Messi, Xavi, Robin van Persie, Wayne Rooney, and Luis Suarez in your FIFA Ultimate Team. The way
players behave, train, and grow within their clubs has been improved to create more realistic player interactions. Fans
around the world will follow their favorite players, clubs, and rivalries in the ultimate football competition, called The
Journey. New Attitude Adjustment System allows you to toggle fine adjustments to player behavior, to personalize
player reactions to everything from shots taken to off-the-ball challenges. FIFA 22 introduces a new Defensive

Features Key:
Live the Game: Authentic football is back - in your living room.
Play any way you want: Choose to lead your side as a creative creator or a ruthless beast. Your style of play
will be the key to your success.
Quick Transactions: You can now make moves quickly and easily without spending a single penny. Use earned
and purchased coins to improve your squad in real time.
Your Team: Construct teams more with fluid online and offline transfer systems.
FIFA on your terms. Fine-tune tactics on the fly with FIFA Ultimate Team – your ultimate playground. Manage
your team over individual players, keep your tactics secret, challenge your friends and share your best
performance.
The Best Gameplay: New ways to interact with the ball, improved passing and more story-driven cutscenes
will keep you coming back for more
Even more Football. Make your debut for a club as a professional player in FIFA 22. Adapt your tactics and set
up your coach as you play in more than 210 authentic competitions, including UEFA Champions League and
UEFA Europa League.
Dynamic 3D Commentary: Direct Commentary, first-hand insight and new, mouthwatering videos will
immerse you closer to the action on the pitch, with repeated moments that you can relive and rewind as you
choose.
Goalkeeper Seasons
Features:
Weaknesses
Official Licensed Shirt

eat Players, including Lionel Messi, Eto’o. Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Paul Pogba and Antoine Griezmann.
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ding videogame in the industry and The Best FIFA PES 2019 (PlayStation®VR compatible) re-energises the sporting world and
d new look to the game. With new gameplay features, stunning camera perspectives and the most realistic approaches to
nable, players will feel every crunch, slide, tackle and celebration. FIFA is the leading videogame in the industry and The Best
(PlayStation®VR compatible) re-energises the sporting world and brings a brand new look to the game. With new gameplay
ning camera perspectives and the most realistic approaches to football imaginable, players will feel every crunch, slide, tackle
on. Features: New Fielding Styles - With an all new set of player attributes, improved skills and functionality, The Best FIFA PES
tion®VR compatible) delivers greater awareness and player control for optimal decision making. - With an all new set of player
proved skills and functionality, The Best FIFA PES 2019 (PlayStation®VR compatible) delivers greater awareness and player
imal decision making. The New Player Experience - The new creating editor has been improved with a 3D camera perspective,
layer to directly control his creation. Individual player creation is also improved with the addition of tailored attributes that are
presentations of the attributes of real players. - The new creating editor has been improved with a 3D camera perspective,
layer to directly control his creation. Individual player creation is also improved with the addition of tailored attributes that are
presentations of the attributes of real players. New Sports Skill Moves - With dynamic player movement, the ability to control
of your player, quicker skills and awareness-boosting moves, The Best FIFA PES 2019 delivers the most realistic approach to the
all ever created. - With dynamic player movement, the ability to control every aspect of your player, quicker skills and
osting moves, The Best FIFA PES 2019 delivers the most realistic approach to the game of football ever created. The Community
nity-driven improvements to The Best FIFA PES 2019 are designed to further enhance this game’s FIFA legacy. New release
ancements, community-driven improvements and updates on a more frequent basis than ever before will continually bring you
vative and authentic experience in football gaming. The Community - The community-driven improvements to The Best FIFA PES
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world title as the new captain of your favorite club in Ultimate Team. Featuring over 350 real players with unique animations and
nts, create and collect the ultimate team of world-renowned superstars, from your favorite club, to make your own dream team.
Moments – New and improved challenges including Classic Retirements, Classic Tournaments, Classic Copa Competitions and
and are even more feature-packed for a more authentic football experience. EA SPORTS PREMIER LEAGUE – Not all stadiums are
, nor are FIFA 22 managers. EA SPORTS PRIME LEAGUE is the only game that lets you create your own stadiums and team kits
feel just like the ones you see on match day. MOST REALISTIC FOOTBALL EVER – Achieve perfection in every aspect of ballmovement, and ball-juggling, on and off the pitch. Experience the FIFA 22 rich and immersive pitch-surface, delivering
d accuracy and vividity, delivering an unparalleled match day experience. NEW WAYS TO EXPLORE THE WORLD OF FOOTBALL –
challenges in Career Mode and Ultimate Team, step into the boots of a player, put on the shirt of a rival, and help your favorite
n mode. UPDATED SKILLS – A variety of improvements to existing game modes and new game modes, including 4v4, 6v6, and
, improved AI intelligence, ball physics, and gameplay feel. MULTIPLE TACTICAL MODES – Play through 18 tactical challenges,
and 5v5, in single and multiplayer modes. Choose from 4 game modes including 3v3, 5v5 and a brand new free play mode. FIFA
Benfica Sociedade Esportiva Palmeiras Sport Club Corinthians Paulista Atlético de Madrid Manchester United Sporting Lisbon
Faces For the first time in FIFA franchise history, all FIFA clubs are being represented by multiple nationalities. Developed by EA
ublished by Electronic Arts worldwide, FIFA video games have sold over 500 million units and are the best-selling sports video
e of all time. Originally released for Sony Computer Entertainment's PlayStation 2 console in September of 2005, FIFA Soccer 16
st

ew:

most authentic game engine, with new gameplay features and vision-based
era. Tackle, dribble and shoot more comfortably and naturally in a game that
uires precision and accuracy.
eer Mode takes your player’s journey to a new level with more ways to progress,
eve and immerse yourself in your pro’s journey.
w and improved online leagues: Play against the best teams in the world, take part
eekly cup competitions and qualify for the prestigious FIFA Club World Cup.
w ways to play and enjoy your favourite moments: Play the traditional way for the
time or choose from multiple camera angles. Create unique ways to adapt to a
ety of playing conditions.
w flexi-pass animations – more spontaneity and precision. Pass the ball into tight
ces or open up space for your teammates, with ultimate control.
nd new atmosphere with the pitches and stadiums of the world’s best.
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he world’s greatest video game. For 25 years, FIFA has dominated the football
me genre, building on the immensely popular FM soundtrack series to create the
e experience. FIFA is the world’s greatest football video game. For 25 years, FIFA
nated the football video game genre, building on the hugely successful FM
ck series to create the complete experience. All the Ways you can show Off! FIFA
nues the theme of intense realism. The innovative ‘Real Vision AI’ engine brings
ms into view on the pitch just as it does in real life, then uses the same 3-D
to ‘fill in’ the rest of the stadium. Enhanced lighting, weather and the ability to
y change camera angles create a more authentic experience. The changes to
y aim to bring your game more in line with the real thing, with ‘Balance of Play’
e most obvious. With FIFA’s ‘pitch-side AI' and updated goal celebration system,
ing touches as a forward squirts the ball towards goal or a goalkeeper saves a
shot, change the rhythm of the game. The same thing happens when you miss a
the kick was going too high or the goalkeeper’s hand is out. Your opponent runs
you enter your next attack, making for more fluid, dynamic gameplay. There are
ys to improve your game play, choose the one that suits you and play like a pro.
e many ways to improve your game play, choose the one that suits you and play
o. New Shots Passionate fans have been calling for longer shots, and FIFA has
Now, you’ll see when defenders are getting into position to deny a shot. New
ecision passes have a new dimension, as you and your team-mates pass the ball
ly, aim passes and chip passes. Precision passes have a new dimension, as you
team-mates pass the ball diagonally, aim passes and chip passes. New Attacking
ues Possession play is at the heart of the game, so you’ll need to handle the ball
mpetently in order to set up your team’s attacks. However, you can also work
y around a defender with a cunning flick-a
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Requirements:

m: OS: Windows 7 (SP1) Windows 7 (SP1) Processor: Intel Core i3, i5, or i7 Intel
5, or i7 Memory: 4 GB RAM 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 660/AMD R9 280X or
ecommended: OS: Windows 8.1 Windows 8.1 Processor: Intel Core i5 or better
e i5 or better Memory: 8 GB RAM 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA
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